RECORD: Green 14155-14244
SEQUENCE: INTRODUCTION, B, C, B(1)-TAG

INTRODUCTION

1-1A 
CP Mow DLW R W, W's R L, handsome weight on mon & W's R front point to be good. (CP Mow DLW R W)
Wait a MIN. Place L front to be good. (CP Mow DLW R W)
3-9L
W's R front point L to be good. (CP Mow DLW R W)
4-13L
W's R front point L to be good. (CP Mow DLW R W)
5-17L
W's R front point L to be good. (CP Mow DLW R W)

PART A

1-1A 
(CP LOD) Walk L, R, FWD, RECOV., SIDE POINT, R, LOD, R SCP, R, FWD, RECOV., PICK UP L, - TANGO DRAW.

1-1B 
(CP LOD) Walk L, R, FWD, RECOV., SIDE POINT, R, LOD, R SCP, R, FWD, RECOV., PICK UP L, - TANGO DRAW.

PART B

1-1A 
TRN SCP, - THRU, - PILOT TO J LINE, - CORTE, - RECOV (W Place), - I HOLD (W M of L), W FWD, PILOT, FOP, SIDE POINT, FOP, SIDE.

1-1B 
TRN SCP, - THRU, - PILOT TO J LINE, - CORTE, - RECOV (W Place), - I HOLD (W M of L), W FWD, PILOT, FOP, SIDE POINT, FOP, SIDE.

PART C

1-1A 
SERPENT, RE, U, L, U, L, U, L, LS, - CHANGE SWIT, - XABI, IDETHU, - TANGO DRAW, - I HOLD (W M of L), W FWD, PILOT, FOP, SIDE POINT, FOP, SIDE.

1-1B 
SERPENT, RE, U, L, U, L, U, L, LS, - CHANGE SWIT, - XABI, IDETHU, - TANGO DRAW, - I HOLD (W M of L), W FWD, PILOT, FOP, SIDE POINT, FOP, SIDE.

PART D

1-1A 
REC, R, L, - DESTROY, - RECOV., SIDE, FWD, - TANGO DRAW, - I HOLD (W M of L), W FWD, PILOT, FOP, SIDE POINT, FOP, SIDE.

1-1B 
REC, R, L, - DESTROY, - RECOV., SIDE, FWD, - TANGO DRAW, - I HOLD (W M of L), W FWD, PILOT, FOP, SIDE POINT, FOP, SIDE.

NOTES:

- Roundelab difficulty rating is Phase V
- ONETIME ONLY
- All notes are mutual